
FLORENCE MELLY COMMUNITY PRIMARY SCHOOL 

WRITING VOCABULARY PROGRESSION MAP 
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN DO IT!

Writing Vocabulary Progression Map KS1 - Tier 2/3 Vocabulary

Year 1

Autumn

Poetry (pattern and 
rhyme) Setting descriptions Stories with familiar 

settings Instructional writing Shape poems and 
calligrams

Gnashing, massive, spiked, 
shots, nectar, splinters and 

awesome

Sheen, uncoil, swayed, jolly 
and dew

Familiar, setting, indoor, 
lonely, moment and maze

Different, protect, bumpy, 
plain and printing

Calligram, balmy, scorching, 
shaped, closer and bridge

Spring

Shape poems and 
calligrams

Recount from personal  
experience Informal letters Poetry on a theme 

(nature)
Stories with familiar 

settings
Recount from personal  

experience

Visual, calligram, swishing, 
effect, representation and 

enhance

Recount, orally, greeting, 
luckily, experience and 

personal

Dear, from, bet, litter, loads 
and shame

Glee, compost, preening, 
limb, weathered, terracotta, 

rhyme, theme

Bothered, boosters, splurges, 
planet and globe

Recount, personal, stiff, lever, 
rim, vanish and impressed

Summer

Poetry (pattern and 
rhyme) Informal letters Setting descriptions Poetry on a theme 

(nature) Instructional writing

Whiny, horror, awful, apron, 
in style and pattern

Lots of love, dear, nearly, 
happens and parcel

Bitter, icicles, fluttered, perch 
and blasting

Emerging, glimmered, 
temptingly, snarling, 
sunbathe and plump

Recipe, method, ingredient 
and equipment

Year 2

Autumn

Character descriptions Poems developing vocabulary Simple retelling of a narrative Formal invitations Stories from other cultures

remarkable, ruffled, companionable, 
independently and resilience

sequins, fabric, textures, course, 
drastic, glee and elastic 

Rival, ambled, sprinted, briefly and 
steadily 

Grand, farewell, monologue, 
routines, request, catchy and RSVP

Ugali, stall, tempting, crates and 
scampered

Spring

Poetry on a theme (humour) Non-chronological reports Formal invitations Stories from other cultures Recount from personal 
experience

Volume, pace, intonation, rhythm, 
thyme and almighty 

`trifocal, brittle, extracted, fabric, 
manufactured, natural, ceramic, 

durable, inflexible, reflective, rigid 
and translucent 

Requests, pleasure, selflessly, 
company, delicious, dietary, 

requirements, attire and public

Ancient, tempting, wafted, portraits, 
timorous, bagpipes, chieftain and 

haggis

Annual, check-up, dreading, 
overhead, personal, experience and 

chronological

Summer

Non-chronological reports Simple retelling of a narrative Recount from personal 
experience

Character descriptions Poetry on a theme (humour)

Comprised of, anchor, nutrients, 
energy, assistance and chemicals

Pail, trudging, stride, wailing and 
company

Armour, cobbled, alongside, village, 
harbour and spiral

Anxious, droplets, strained, surface, 
hauled, drooping, sleek, forepaw 

and high-pitched

Terrified, routines, tad, transition, 
blazing and eventually
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Writing Vocabulary Progression Map Lower KS2 - Tier 2/3 Vocabulary

Year 3

Autumn

Poetry on a theme 
(emotions)

First person narrative 
descriptions Non-chronological reports Formal letters to 

complain Dialogue through narrative Performance poetry

Roam, lurk, devour, yank and 
Kung Fu

Planks, brackets, flanked and 
horn

Roam, extinct, mammals, 
graze, species and herbivores 

Layout, mobility, groceries, 
aisle, accessible and store

Ramparts, settlement, raider, 
flock and skirt

Coral, drench, hue, surge and 
Holi

Spring

Third person narrative Non-chronological reports Advanced instructional 
writing First person narrative Performance poetry

Blue tit, perch, harsh, suet, 
gorge, banquet, dweller, 

flurry, thick-set and descend

Capital city, century, copper, 
accent and nation - Glimpse, looming, skyscraper, 

estuary and torrent
Baba Yaga, nagger, fare, gut 

and banking

Summer

Third person narrative 
(animal stories)

Formal letters to 
complain

Dialogue through 
narrative

Poetry on a theme 
(emotions)

Advanced instructional 
writing

Predator, prey, bramble, 
snout, fang, adder and 

adversary

Disclaimer, gloop, fuming, 
habitat and orangutan

Atrium, toga, centurion, 
mosaic and treason Gulp and squirming Fabric, silk, muslin, beeswax, 

batik, tjanting and molten

Year 4

Autumn

Poems which explore 
form Persuasive writing First person diary entries Critical analysis of 

narrative poetry
Third person adventure 

stories
News reports

Wrathful, obscuring, seething 
and deluge

Sensitive, careless, haunt, 
app and demon

Conquest, monasteries, 
overthrew, longship and 

settlement

Inevitable, linger, gleam, 
indignant and stern

Gasp, phial, hunk, rustle, 
lantern, moss, hag and broth

Confluence, tributary, 
channel, cascading and flood 

defence

Spring

Stories from other cultures Persuasive writing Explanatory texts Third person adventure 
stories Poems which explore form

Contrast, prolong, engulf, 
evaporate, townsfolk and 

ancient

Sensor, database, microchip 
and shaft

Digestion, nutrient, pulp, 
cementum, dentine, enamel, 

incisors, canines, molars, 
carnivore, herbivore, 

omnivore, bacteria, cavity 

Chuckle, stern, windbreak, 
stream, shrill, beckon, wade, 

clench and stroke
Raider, monk and brutalise

Summer

Stories from other cultures First person diary entires Critical analysis of narrative 
poetry

News reports Explanatory texts

Golden Age, Aegean Sea, 
crops, flummoxed and riddle

Rubble, summon, shove, 
chamber, morsel and perish

Catechism, uncultured, 
illiterate, inauspicious, foible, 

dainty, morsel and vivid

Lake, monument, dam, silt, 
nutrient, temple, fertile and 

resettle

Matter, atom, molecule, 
substance, evaporation, 

particle, rigid, volume and 
bonds
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Writing Vocabulary Progression Map UKS2 - Tier 2/3 Vocabulary

Year 5

Autumn

Third person stories set in 
another culture

Formal letters of 
application Poems that use word play Dialogue in narrative first 

person myths and legends Poems which explore form Balanced argument

Culture, laurel, oracle, intone, 
thicket and wayward

Vacancy, punctual, genuine, 
proven and curriculum vitae

Solution, dilution, 
substitution, immaterial and 

demise

Bolster, comrade, cyclops, 
fiend, begrudge and futile

Deforestation, meander, 
dynamic, egret, bias, 
stagnation and evolve

Extinction, conversely, 
embryo, futile, ecosystem 

and compromise

Spring

Third person stories set in 
another culture

Formal letters of 
application

Playscripts - Shakespeare 
retelling Biography Poems that use word play

Dedicated, recede, 
submerge, musing, hauling 

and menacing

Investment, revolutionise, 
incorporate, induction, 

indispensable, phenomenal 
and astute

Synonymous, lament, futility, 
decree, naively, ensuing and 

inconsolable. 

Astronaut, crew, NASA, 
civilian and crater

Ponderous, gait, callously, 
opine and concur

Summer

Playscripts Dialogue in narrative first 
person myths and legends Balanced argument Biography Poems which explore 

form

Emperor, rowdy, exile, 
imperial, monarch and forge

Commotion, barbarism, 
arduous, baffle, fiendish, 

ominous and reek

Culprit, prohibit, decompose, 
durable and impose

Graduate, crystallography, 
molecule and helix

Paralyse, deceased, casualty 
and soar

Year 6

Autumn

Autobiography Discursive writing and 
speeches

Poems that create images 
and explore vocabulary

First person stories with a 
moral Shakespeare’s sonnets Explanatory texts

Predator, arachnid, option, 
and biology

Culinary, mellow, Keates, 
carbon footprint, self-

indulgent and plea

August, immoral, staunch, 
mingle, comrade and 

profound

Moral, destined, ravine, 
reverberate, eccentric, 
ominous and discern

Temperate, complexion, 
jocund, solitude and host

Manufacturing, conveyor, 
process, transit, contraction 

and ultimately

Spring

Extended third person 
narrative (adventure 

stories) 

Explanatory texts News reports Autobiography First person stories with a 
moral

Wireless, boardwalk, surge, 
debris, ominous and subside

Uniformly, latter, propel, 
chamber, eject and viscous

Epicentre, fatality, notorious, 
infamous and federal

Resigned, blitz, fret, 
gangplank, corrugated and 

prowess

Opulent, divine, ravenous, 
instinct, momentum and 

tentative 

Summer

Extended third person 
narrative (a News reports Discursive writing and 

speeches
Poems that create images 

and explore vocabulary Shakespeare’s sonnets

Transfix, hermit, warlock, 
thwart, quest, quay, plinth, 
ominous, brimstone and 

mortal

Constitution, truce, civil, 
combatant and dictator

Inspirational, initiative, 
spectacularly, analogy and 

privilege 

Absolve, tenacious, noxious, 
supremacist, tyranny, 
xenophobic and feign

Toil, repose, expire, abide, 
zealous and pilgrimage


